I AM INTEGRATION - Rev & Invocation ~ Martina Grubmueller Feb 2021
A fire has been prepared in sacred ceremonial fashion. Let this be a universal invitation.
I am the Ocean of Awareness.
I am the Sea of Consciousness.
I am the Tapestry of this reality.
I am the Weaver.
I am the Observer.
I am the Fire.
I am the Dragon.
I, [name], the I AM Apex presence now, herewith open a spiritual court of equity for the
expressed purpose of acknowledging and planning the journey to greater awareness as the I AM
Apex presence on this graduation timeline now. As part of my birth right and legacy as a
celestial universal citizen I light this fire in honour of connecting to all dragon minds through the
placenta of all our foetuses in connection to the earth and beyond.
I am saying to the seven past and seven future generations that I am making an attempt to be in
the first place of I AMs in the many strings of I AMs during the Great Awakening. I am asking
other Apex I AMs in non-hierarchical order to offer their pre-cognitive workforce to assist me in
living and breathing as a multidimensional being of this universe. As so will I return the favour.
Let us collaborate in mutual beneficial contribution in our frequencies and timestreams without
competing against each other. In unity consciousness we stand before our ancestors. Teach us
the truth about the dragon powers and their legacy for our seven future generations.
Throughout this sacred fire ceremony I am supported by my dragon friends and keep the I AM
Apex safely driving on the information superhighway gently nestled inside the vagus nerve.
As I look at all the layers of uniworlds I maintain my divine birds’ eye view to allow the multitude
of holograms unfold right in front of me as the DNA light body matrix of one.
I am a multidimensional, multifunctional, photonic being of light connected to a nonlocal soul,
living here on this planet in this linear time space equation. I acknowledge the entirety of my
soul aspects living on different timelines, dimensions, galaxies, universes in the past and future
generations.
As an old soul in these times of awakening, an honouree member of Resistance Free Earth, I
have committed and prepared myself during thousands of lifetimes to be part of the Galactic
Ascension Machine and to start unlocking it. I am here to assist resolving repetitious paradoxes
created through the time line wars and put an end to karma. From this day forward let us put
the battle between eras of light behind us. Let us create unity consciousness for all species kind
and free the tens of millions of worlds and its denizens that have been trapped here.
I act as the neutral observer of time, space & consciousness. I stand in sacred neutrality as a
sovereign beacon of light for all my fractionised soul aspects to find their way back home to
source connection. Let us remember we are all of our past, present and future simultaneously
existing.

As a foetus in my mother’s womb I have been given a timestamp as an I AM. I started as an
infinite heart that grew arms and legs and that has DNA with memories. I choose this lifetime to
become the APEX of my DNA and to work in sacred neutral alliance with all the other versions of
myself who have chosen the opportunity to be sovereign. May our healthy boundaries unite us
throughout all eternity.
May this sacred ceremonial hub of interconnectivity extend to other dreamers to be united in
unity once again. The wood has been stacked up high. The fire gives off heat to cleanse, clear
and warm the place to welcome all the many mes. The thousand versions of myself that exist in
different time-space locations in the holographic fabric of existence are being duly noted. The
fire sends out smoke signals to all the I AM selves, hidden, stuck, bankrupt, forgotten, scared,
angry, confused, happy and accomplished. Do join us in this sacred reunion.
I do not judge.
I do not abuse.
I do not step on journeys.
I invite.
I forgive.
I love.
I am grateful.
May this fire serve as a symbol of restoration of the past to encourage union and communion in
the future for all our celestial minds on the journey to celestial mediumship. Be here now in this
place and space in no-time to gather and be still. This is a possibility to heal and let go of old
outdated beliefs. Let us release attachments to old decisions and judgments for good. For the
greater understanding let us revise those points of view gone awry that keep us disconnected
and stuck in other time space equations. May we move forward united. Let us integrate and
heal ourselves from the separation of consensual realities and realms. Let us be foetus guides to
one another.
All the forgotten selves that have been shut down to this slice of time let your voices be heard
through the dreamtime gateways of this sacred fire. Tell your stories to the fire now so we may
remember the adventures of the ancient past and future. Your efforts have not been in vain. We
are the fire, burning brightly to witness, catalyse and honour our great stories.
To any soulmate foetus in another mother’s womb I say hello and welcome. Join me and warm
yourself on our fire. I salute and greet you for being here for the great awakening of unified
souls. Let us work in unison and respect each other’s sovereignty. My heart is full of gratitude to
know that we share dream space. Maybe we will meet in flesh one day in this lifetime in
recognition of our common roots and soul connection?
Let’s add more logs to the fire and smudge the pit with sage. I now speak to the multiple I AMs
stuck in other realities fighting this I AM Apex presence now. Let us cut all ancient cords of
misunderstanding that keep us looping endlessly in hierarchy and competition. I invite you to
put down your weapons and to open your hearts. May the smoke of fire & sage cleanse all our
differences so we can work together to assemble the grand puzzle of our divine soul connection.
We are soul family. We are divine soul essence.

My DNA technology in the here now has the capacity to discern and accommodate all parts,
shards and avatars. I interconnect with all previous spacetime holograms in dream and awake
time. I vow to stay present in this body. At will I open multiple spiritual courts of equity to
suspend any intruders and I AM stalkers and invite my teacher spirits to come forth and deal
with them. I can integrate the multitude of all the selves into my overall health of spirit inside
myself. Let us breathe together into the fire. Let us pray for strength and trust inside the many
selves and move past separation, definition, validation and gratification.
We are here to laugh, explore, share and journey together. We all are individuated members of
the celestial hubs of interconnectivity. Together as the unvanquished dreamers of peace we are
a force to be reckoned with. Let us share laughter, food & drink and change old deceptions and
projections into new inspiration and dreams. Let us be beings of innocence again understanding
the expansiveness of our true light existence.
The fire place is getting crowded. I welcome my soul brothers and sisters, all peacemakers and
peacekeepers to join this meet & greet of likeminded celestial minds. Let us joyfully celebrate
and gain more conscious awareness. Can you perceive how sovereignty connects? Follow the
rainbow above the fire bridging cultures, generations and worlds opening up new and colourful
infinite possibilities for all of us. We are all divine co-creators, adventurous travellers through
time, space and dimensions.
I am using this sacred space of flames to address my I AM Agencies that have been working with
me from the beginning of time. I herewith fire those that are mismatching me with delusional,
destructive, distorted and perverted I AMs that are working against my greater good and
evolution. I herewith take back my power from all those I AMs and revoke and nullify all oaths,
vows, fealties, comealties, commitments, contracts and agreements in all timestreams,
dimensions, galaxies and universes. I am not your sidekick, I have never been your sidekick and I
certainly don’t require you to be mine.
I am the I AM Apex presence here now and with that I reserve all rights to sack and ban malicious
and corrupt agencies and I AMs related to all my soul families. You no longer deserve to join this
expression of my journey to bliss & purpose. I herewith put on notice all agents that work with
other non-certified agents of other time-space equations for the purpose of forcing a match no
matter how minute it is. All low quality agencies are herewith exposed and held accountable for
messing up I AM matches. Please collect your belongings and leave this sacred ceremony to never
return.
I now address the many times my I AM now has been kicked out of the vagus nerve because of
the misconduct of harvesting agencies, false agendas or competitive and hierarchical former I
AMs. The shock, the drama, the feelings of rejection - let us heal and move beyond anger, hurt,
denial to break bread again in gratitude and celebration. May the flames assist this process of
forgiveness to return to the space in our compassionate hearts and reclaim access to all our levels
of dimensions and consciousness.
With this fire I call on all bankrupt I AMs who have given up creating a sovereign reality leaving
the responsibility to other I AMs. In this circle of fire we can find refuge in healing all shadows.
We have teachings & tools for self-mastery and forgiveness to assist us in getting the fractionised
soul shards back and reclaim a sovereign I AM APEX now. Gracious fire spirits hear the pleas for
healing and re-integration.

I fully step into my potency and claim my ability to respond and adapt, to direct and guide this I
AM Apex Presence, [name], here now. My journey of universal self-mastery and self-healing is to
notice any negative programs, self-defeating and repeating habit patterns within myself and other
I AMs that are expecting and projecting onto me.
To those I say: ‘I AM THE APEX of this ancestral registry and I'm denying you access as an apex or
I AM, because you are not in equal-cocreation, non-competition, non-hierarchical order. I herewith
cut the cords in every dimension, timestream, galaxy and universe and I reduce you to zero minus
infinity.’
Any authority given and leaked to any self-created programs seriously gone awry I put the record
straight and send any self-created demons back to whence they came from to never return to this
fire, this body, this reality again. I take full responsibility for my choices. I am in charge of my life
planning and actualisation in mutual collaboration with true and contributory I AMs and agencies.
I am the confident driver of my DNA vehicle and I fully inhabit this body in a grounded and
expansive fashion.
To all traumatised soul shards trying to take over my I AM spot in the vagus nerve I say no, no
more. The times of lack of faith and trust where I allowed myself to be misled by false
synchronicities are over. All fake and unauthorised contracts signed on my behalf with those
imposter shards and soul shard martyrs I herewith revoke, rescind, recall and burn to ash. I use
the universal power of forgiveness to release myself from any residual images from interfering
with my DNA technology.
I am a being of choice.
I am a being of courage.
I am a being of determination.
I am a being of sovereignty.
I am a being of self-mastery.
I am a being of self-healing..
I am a being of self-validation.
I am a being of forgiveness.
I am a being of faith & trust.
I am using my inner knowingness to only work with the crème de la crème agents and agencies
to search for, collect and integrate my fractured selves. I stay connected to my heart’s wisdom
and naturally flow with all creation of dharmic purpose beyond knowingness and false
indoctrinated safety.
Sweet surrender is the weapon of peace. As long as domination and control exists in this narrative
I accept to deal with agencies and contracted agents of agencies of the highest values. It is my
curious pleasure to make the global narrative irrelevant to my progress as a divinely living,
breathing co-creator of this reality. Trusted freedom comes with practice. I use contract
revocations, shamanic work and daily spiritual hygiene to remain working with authentic and
high-quality I AM agencies.
This is for all the parts of my soul essence that ever have and still work for the global system of
domination & control agency and still try to infiltrate my I AM Apex. I encourage healing, mastery

and forgiveness for all the agents of blame, shame, guilt and fear in all the uniworlds,
consciousness and layers of time.
With the power of my free will as a multidimensional universal citizen and in resonance with my
human heart I connect to the earth’s dreaming mind in the North and the South Pole and bring in
all of my spirit to strive towards coherence, collaboration and contribution.
I am present.
I am embodied.
I am grounded.
I am dynamic.
I am radiant.
I am creative.
I speak to the fire and as the fire. My spiritual strategy is to choose the I AM Apex presence and
stay fully connected in this time-space equation. I naturally resonate and work with I AM agencies
of different levels of practices, cultures and standards. I am time synching with those agencies
that can contract people, places, things, objects, synchronicities, magic and mystery matching my
signature frequency of the healed healer, universal teacher, peacemaker and peacekeeper of the
5th world of peace. I, as the I AM Apex, manifest powerful experiences, transcend chemical
memories and have access to light memories in higher states of being.
This is me, [name], owning my I AM Apex and not just the seven past and the seven future
generations of I AMs. I am multidimensionally aware to be the apex of my previous 10,000 and
future 10,000 I AMs. If there are any other I AMs in the North and South Pole dreamtime grid
that are in equal co-creation, non-competition let us share our pre- and post-cognitive
workforce and create a dreamtime hub of interconnectivity.
Now before we close this sacred circle I now call ‘The Wanderer’ to the fire. The VAGUS NERVE,
the mediator between my gut, heart & brain. As I smoke the pipe of peace signals of integration
are being sent to all the locations the vagus nerve travels to. The journey of transformation leads
me down the highway to the oesophagus into the gut. The vagus nerve has access to the entirety
of the consciousness DNA experience machine including all shards, parts and avatars integrated
in this I AM Apex presence. I trust my body to use its technology wisely and efficiently to create
and maintain homeostasis with source connection. I acknowledge the vagus nerve for acting as
the universe in realised potential and honour its mediation between the nervous system, the
organs and the brain.
I now call forth my inner dragon to the fire to assist me in this consciousness exploration.
Hold space and energy with me and train me on how to best be my multidimensional self in sacred
neutral manner without giving my power away. Together we program and weave new dream
space realities. As universal programmers, teachers and mediators we turn down the old clock
towers. We smash the clocks of roman numeral time and surrender back into dreamtime as we
have come from dreamtime and we will go back into dreamtime. I am a universal citizen of
dreamtime creation going through the great dreamtime awakening and so it is.
Aho.
~inspired by the works of Andrew Bartzis

